SPECS

GILET OOO
ACOUSTIC GUITAR

A deluxe handcrafted gem from an Aussie master luthier By Craig White
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ERARD Gilet has been building acoustic guitars for over 30 years and is one of the most highly regarded luthiers this country has
produced. While other guitar builders come and go, with many having a stab at making their hobby work before returning to more
predictable employment and building guitars on the weekends or late into the night, Gilet has built his passion into a business
that has not only kept himself gainfully employed, but has employed and trained a number of youngsters who have progressed to
become luthiers in their own right.
This issue, our old friend Rhys D Webb from Noisegate Studios is letting us take a look at his brand-new Gilet OOO acoustic. Rhys has
had a long association with the magazine, having engineered various sessions for us over the years, and he is also an adventurous
guitarist in his own right, approaching electric, acoustic and classical guitar with an equal enthusiasm and considerable ability. When
Rhys said he thought we should take a look at his brand-new Gilet, we were more than happy to oblige.

DEMISE OF THE DREADS
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To any child of the ’70s like myself, it will always seem that the dreadnought is by far the most common form for the steel-string acoustic
guitar, however the OOO is Gilet’s most popular model. Two factors may well be at play here. Players of premium guitars have always
sought out the various flavours afforded by different forms, rather than opt for the one-size-fits-all approach of mass manufacturers who
were concentrating almost exclusively on dreadnoughts (which many find problematic as a form regardless, particularly fingerpickers),
and beginning some time around 1999, presumably in response to impending millennial issues, there has been a pervasive trend toward
traditional and conservative aesthetics.
With a beautifully figured Sitka spruce top, East Indian rosewood back and sides, and maple binding, the small-bodied OOO is absolutely
gorgeous. The top is quite glossy, which shows off the subtle grain of the blonde timber perfectly. The Brazilian mahogany neck joins the
body at the 14th-fret (a 12th-fret neck/body join is an option) and features an ebony fretboard, while Rhys’ guitar has a custom mother-ofpearl inlay at the 12th fret.

■ Made Australia
■ Price $3,750 (custom
options extra)
■ Top Sitka Spruce
■ Back/Sides East
Indian rosewood
■ Neck Brazilian
mahogany
■ Fingering Ebony
■ Binding Maple
■ Scale 25 11/32”
■ Nut Width 1 ¾”
■ Neck Width At Body
Join 2 ¼”
■ Body Length 19 3/8”
■ Upper Bout Width
11 ½”
■ Lower Bout Width
15 ¼”
■ Depth At Tail Block
4 5/8”

CONTACT

Gilet Guitars
(02) 9316 7467
www.giletguitars.com.au

WHAT WE RECKON

PROS
▲ Sounds absolutely
wonderful, with a clear,
balanced output
▲ Plays beautifully
and rewards proper
technique
▲ It not only sounds and
plays beautifully, it is a
treat to look at too
CONS
▼ None at all – even at
$3750 (without the
custom inlay), this
compares favourably
to the work of similar
overseas luthiers in
both price and quality

WORTH DOING PROPERLY
This guitar is one that certainly wants to play and be played,
and it is hard to put it away once you have a taste for it. I
start off fingerpicking, and it is soon apparent that with
such impressive balance and projection, this one requires
you to concentrate and play with proper technique. Which
is not to say that you shouldn’t always concentrate and
play with proper technique, it is just that a guitar like
this doesn’t discriminate – every nuance is so beautifully
rendered that poorly played notes issue forth as obvious and
identifiable as well-played notes. Lazy technique, which may
well produce inaudible artefacts with another guitar, will be
audibly exposed with an instrument like this.
Once I straightened up and started flying right, the OOO was
unmistakably the sweetest acoustic guitar I have played lately. With
its beautiful clear tone, it inspired one of those moments where you
just know your own guitar is not going to sound very good to your
ears for quite some time. While it is obviously a great instrument
for fingerstyle, where it ensures your bass notes are confident
enough to ground the chords without overpowering the other
strings, those qualities served it just as well when a pick
was employed. Strumming produced clear peels of notes
rather than a murky triad, and when the pick was used
to isolate notes inside the strum, they sat beautifully
in the blend.

THE BOTTOM LINE
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This has been a wonderful opportunity to check
out a very impressive guitar, and since it will
presumably be spending a lot of time out at
Noisegate Studios in the future, hopefully it will
be an instrument I come to know very well. There
are a lot of people spending a lot of money these
days on the output of a small number of American
neo-traditionalist luthiers who are enjoying acclaim.
In Gerard Gilet, we have a luthier of similar renown
and ability right under our noses – and thanks to that
accident of geography, his instruments can be had a
little cheaper than you might expect to pay for an imported
instrument of such quality.
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